
PROFILE 

I am a media creator with a mission to create content that celebrates living life on one’s own terms. My 
mediums of choice are photography, podcasting, writing, and video.  

EXPERIENCE 
PHOTOGRAPHER /  OWNER; PAUL DUANE PHOTOGRAPHY, 2005 -  PRESENT 

I specialize in photographing people; my favorite subjects being musicians, children, and boudoir. The words 
of Dr. Ferdinand Porsche inspire my aesthetic: “If you can create something time cannot erode, something 
which ignores the eccentricities of particular eras or moments, something truly timeless, this is the ultimate 
victory.”  

HOST /  PRODUCER; THE SOUL ANARCHIST PODCAST, 2013 -  PRESENT 

A talk show with a mission to entertain and inspire people to live life on their own terms. The show has taken 
place as series of live events, daytime talk radio show, and a podcast spanning 6+ years. Currently available on 
Spotify, Apple, and all other major podcasting platforms. 

LETTER CARRIER; UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE, 2007 -  2012 

Aside from the obvious work of delivering US mail, I carried a Holga 120 film camera in my mail bag, creating 
street inspired fine art photography on Kodak Portra BW film. Many of these images are still some of the best in 
my body of work.  

PHOTOGRAPHER; MACKLEY DESIGNER PORTRAITURE, 2002-2005  
During my time as a partner in this prestigious studio, I managed the opening of a new location, designed ads, 
taught classes. Our studio was awarded Best Of State in 2005.  

PSYCHOLOGY DEPT TEACHING ASSISTANT; UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY, 2001-2002 

Working under the tutelage of Dr. Carl Cheney, I taught Intro to Behavior Analysis, graded exams, held office 
hours for students, conducted my own research, and managed two animal behavior research labs.  

EDUCATION 
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY; PSYCHOLOGY, 1999-2004 

SKILLS 

Adobe Lightroom, Adobe Photoshop, Final Cut Pro X, studio lighting, location & event lighting, Garage Band, 
Wordpress, Linux, basic HTML 

REFERENCES 

Pete Saltas -  Director of Operations; City Weekly: pete@cityweekly.net 

Steve Conlin - Managing Partner; Ogden’s Own Distillery: steve@ogdensown.com 

J. Looney - Executive chef; Garage on Beck: ChefJLooney@gmail

5784 Manhattan Drive, Stansbury Park, UT 84074     385.444.6642 
PaulDuane.net      SoulAnarchist.com     @SoulAnarchist (FB, TW, IG)     paul@paulduane.net  

supplemental content : paulduane.net/resume 
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